
Home Security Systems From Your Alarm Now Ensures Safe Holiday to Their 

Customers in Canada and the United States.    

 

The well known home security systems manufacturer Your Alarm Now has done well to 

live up to the expectation of their customers during the recent holiday season.  The 

security of the houses has always been a major cause of concern for the travelers during 

holidays. The customers of Your Alarm Now had an exceptionally peaceful holiday, 

thanks to the innovative security systems from the company.         

 

The home security systems from Your Alarm Now have provided the much needed 

relief to their customers during the recent holiday season.  The rising number of crimes 

during holiday season in the recent years has been a constant source of concern for the 

travelers. Security experts suggest that the modern day burglars are well aware of the 

security systems and their technology. In many cases, it is found that they cut the 

telephone and electric lines to disarm the security systems. Wireless security systems 

from Your Alarm Now are tailor-made for these situations because they do not require 

any support from a home phone or power supply. Therefore, the system remains active 

even when the lines are cut.   

 

Your Alarm Now is a well known name in the industry of home security systems in 

America and Canada. Like many other companies, they also provide highly advanced 

wireless systems that can work without home phone or power. The system derives its 

backup power from its independent battery, and the cellular backup system can 

communicate without the landline phone. Talking about the technology, the company 

owner Mr. Paul Shakuri said, “This new technology has been designed to provide 

uninterrupted security to the customers. The best thing is that it can work without any 

power supply or telephone line”. The digital keypad device provided by the company can 

connect to the pager or cell phone of the homeowner if any emergency takes place in 

his/her absence. Reports suggest that the customers of the company had no issues with 

the safety of their home during the recent holiday season.  

 

Your Alarm Now has done well to build a relationship of trust in the market within a very 

short period. Many customers have opted for their home security systems to protect their 

home. They are presently offering three affordable packages with extraordinary features. 

The company sources have revealed that the demand of their security systems has 

increased substantially during the holiday season. The customers now prefer a round the 

clock security system that provides unhindered protection against theft and burglary. 

Desiree, a customer of Your Alarm Now says, “I have just installed the wireless system 

from Your Alarm Now before the Christmas break and have enjoyed the most peaceful 

holiday of my life without having to worry about my home all the time”.   

 

About the Company:  Your Alarm Now is one of the most promising security companies 

in America and Canada. Their wireless security packages are being preferred by many 

customers to protect their homes during the holiday season.  
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Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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